Lyman Residential Presses

Lyman’s Crusher II Single Stage Reloading Press ................................... #Lyman-Press-Crush
Ideal for both pistol and rifle cartridges, the big 1” diameter ram, compound linkage, and 4-1/2” press opening makes the largest Sharps cartridges easy to load. Classic “O” frame design takes all 7/8-14 dies. Equipped with hardened and ground linkage pins and retaining rings for smooth tight operation, the new base design has three bolt holes for rigid mounting. The ball handle mounts to fit a right or left hand user. This press will load the largest Sharps cartridge cases.

#Lyman-Press-Crush
Lyman’s single stage loading press
$146.99

Lyman's T-Mag II Six Station Turret Reloading Press .............................#Lyman-Press-T-Mag
Lyman’s high speed turret press has been upgraded and re-engineered to offer unmatched versatility, power, and precision. The T-Mag II has a high tech iron frame, with silver hammertone powder coat finish, for guaranteed durability. Lyman’s improved Turret retention system allows smooth indexing, while precisely maintaining index position. The T-Mag II’s six station turret head allows you to mount up to six different loading dies at one time. No tools required. Obtain extra turret heads, and keep your favorite dies preset to load. Compound leverage assures powerful and smooth operation. The handle mounts for either right or left hand use. The T-Mag II uses standard 7/8-14 dies and can be used for loading rifle or pistol cases. It comes with universal priming arm, a primer catcher, and a turret handle.

#Lyman-Press-T-Mag
Lyman six station turret reloading press
$209.99

#Lyman-Press-T-Mag-Turret
Lyman extra turret, six stations for dies
$45.99

Lyman Reloading Presses

Black Powder Hand Loading

Lyman #55 Powder Measure:
A must for the black powder cartridge cartridge and cowboy action hand loaders. The internal meter bars rotate in a non-sparking brass sleeve.
A large non-static aluminum powder reservoir holds one full pound of powder. The unique three slide adjustment bars are the key to the consistent accuracy of this original design from the 1880 era.
The rear clamp mounts to your bench, or the 7/8-14 adaptor allows easy mounting to our stand, or to a turret loading press. This Classic Measure includes a 24” drop tube for use with black powder.

#Lyman-55-C
Lyman classic measure
only $142.99

Lyman #55 Powder Baffle:
Consistent powder charges require uniform powder pressure at the measuring rotor. Our powder baffle maintains consistent pressure, even when the hopper is low. It fits all Lyman 55 measures.

#Lyman-55-Baf
Lyman powder baffle
only $7.99

Lyman #55 Powder Measure Stand:
Mounted to your bench, the 7/8-14 thread will raise your measure, to easily admit brass cartridge cases beneath the powder drop nozzle.

#Lyman-55-MS
Lyman stand
only $27.99

Lyman #55 Powder Measure:
This measure dispenses charges with consistent accuracy, to a fraction of a grain. The key to such precision is the unique three slide adjustable cavity. Extra fine adjustments of width and depth provide consistent charges with almost any powder.
A clear plastic 2400 grain reservoir resists chemical action and protects your powder from harmful light rays. The knocker assures a full charge every time. A large reservoir is optional.
The rear clamp mounts to your bench, or the 7/8-14 thread adaptor fits our stand, or to a station on your turret press.

#Lyman-55
Lyman powder measure
only $86.99

#Lyman-55-Res
Lyman reservoir, 7000 grain, not shown
only $8.99

Lyman Powder Measures, Stands, & Drop Tubes

Black Powder Measures, Stands, & Drop Tubes